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KARMA Motif 
Creating your own KARMA Yamaha Data 
Revision 19-Oct-2014 © by Stephen Kay 

Introduction 

If you want to create your own version of the KARMA Yamaha Data that we supply, so that it also 
includes your own customized Voices, Performances, Masters etc. that you normally have loaded, you 
can follow the steps in this tutorial. 
Note: this document is only recommended for advanced users. It is assumed you are familiar with the 
various operations of loading different items (Voices, Songs etc.) from your keyboard’s File Mode. 
We still advise that you back up the state of your device to an “all” data file, and load our complete 
data file as explained in the “Installation and First Launch” tutorial, when first trying out the software. 
This guarantees that the software will work as it is supposed to without any complicated procedures. 
The KARMA Yamaha Data file (for your model) contains: 

• 64 Motif Songs corresponding to 64 KARMA Performances (or 64 Multis for the Rack-XS and 
S70/S90 XS) 

• Custom Voices created by Karma-Lab (in the User 3 Voice Bank) used by the Songs (required) 
• Custom Drum Voices (in User Drum Bank) with KARMA mappings used by the Songs (required) 
• Required system level settings, such as MIDI sync, DAW type (for Remote Mode), etc. 
• For the MOX and MOXF, a custom Control Template for Remote Mode 
• For the S70/S90 XS, two custom Control Templates for Remote Mode 
First, note that it is impossible to avoid overwriting parts of Voice Bank User 3 and parts of the User 
Drum Bank, and still use the KARMA Motif Software (at least, with our provided Factory Performances). 
You cannot put our custom User Voices in some other bank, because all of the Songs will be pointing 
at User 3 locations, and there is no easy way to modify that. So many parts would be playing the 
wrong Voice. Secondly, most of the drum grooves will not sound correct unless you have our custom 
Drum Voices loaded. 
All of the included Songs reference Voices from the Preset Banks only, with the exception of our 
custom Voices in User 3 and our custom Drum Voices in the User Drum Bank. Therefore, you can freely 
modify the contents of Voice Banks User 1, User 2, and User 4 (where available). 
You could also use the unused locations in Voice Bank User 3 and the User Drum Bank, but please note 
that Karma-Lab reserves the right to use the rest of Voice Bank User 3 and the more of the User Drum 
Voices in future releases of new KARMA Performances. We hope to have several “Expansion Packs” of 
additional Performances and GEs available in 2014. 
All of the Voices and Drum Voices created by Karma-Lab for KARMA Motif have “[K]” at the beginning of the 
name (starting with the KARMA Motif 3.1 release), indicating a required KARMA Voice. (In the KARMA 3.0 
release, the XS and XF data file had the [K] at the end of the name. It has been moved to the beginning of 
the name due to the fact that the MOX and MOXF only show the first few characters of a Voice Name in 
certain File Mode and Category operations.) A listing of the required Voices and Drum Voices is available at 
the end of this document. 

Motif XF and XS 

To make your own version of the KARMA Yamaha Data, you would start with your own file containing 
your custom settings, and then do the following: 
1. From the Voice Mode, enter File Mode and load the entire User 3 Voice Bank from our data file into 

your User 3 Voice Bank (this operation is only available on the XF) - or – individually load the first 
54 Voices of our User 3 Voice Bank (all having “[K]” at the beginning of the Voice Name) into the 
exact same 54 locations of your User 3 Voice Bank. 
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2. Load the entire User Drum Bank from our data file into your User Drum Bank (this operation is only 
available on the XF) - or – individually load every User Drum Voice from our data file having a “[K]” 
at the beginning of the name (there are 17) into the exact same locations in your User Drum Bank. 

3. From the Song Mode, enter File Mode and individually load each of the 64 Songs from our data 
file, one by one, into the same locations in your Song Bank. (The XS and XF do not allow the 
loading of all songs at once from an “All” file.) You could also consider first loading our complete 
file, and saving just the Songs as an “All Songs” file, which can then be loaded in one easy step. 

4. Set the required Global System Settings as specified below: 
The following diagrams show the UTILITY screens when in Song > Mixing Mode. 

Summary of Necessary Settings - XS 
Screen 1: [UTILITY] > Control > MIDI  
          Basic Receive Ch = 1 
          KeyboardTransmitCh = 1 
          Device Number = all 
          MIDI In/Out = USB or mLAN 
          MIDI Sync = MIDI 
          Clock Out = on 
          Sequencer Control = out 
          Bank Select = on 
          Program Change = on 
          Local Control = on 
          Receive Bulk = on 
 
 
 
Screen 2: [UTILITY] > Control > Remote 
          DAW Type = Digital Performer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Screen 3: [UTILITY] > General > AutoLoad 
          IEEE1394 Driver = FW 
          (if using the mLAN board 
          and Steinberg Drivers) 
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Summary of Necessary Settings - XF 
Screen 1: [UTILITY] > Control > MIDI 
          Basic Receive Ch = 1 
          KeyboardTransmitCh = 1 
          Device Number = all 
          MIDI In/Out = USB or FW 
          MIDI Sync = MIDI 
          Clock Out = on 
          Sequencer Control = out 
          Bank Select = on 
          Program Change = on 
          Local Control = on 
          Receive Bulk = on 
 
Screen 2: [UTILITY] > Control > Remote  
          DAW Type = Digital Performer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Screen 3: [UTILITY] > Control > Control  
          22   Ribbon Controller Control No. 
          11   Foot Controller 1 Control No. 
          04   Foot Controller 2 Control No. 
          088  Foot Switch Control No. 
          16   Assign 1 Control No. 
          17   Assign 2 Control No. 
          86   A. Function 1 Control No. 
          87   A. Function 2 Control No. 
          02   Breath Controller Control No. 
 
 
 
 
5. Then press the [STORE] button to write these settings into your Motif.  
6. Save your completed file as a new “all” file. 
If, after performing all of these steps, some of the KARMA Performances don’t seem to sound correct 
or have the correct Voices playing the parts, then you must have missed loading some of the Voices 
into the correct locations. Of course, you may not know if they are correct unless you first try the 
software after loading our entire file. When in doubt, try loading our complete data file and listening 
to the Performances with the recommended settings. 
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MOXF and MOX 

To make your own version of the KARMA Yamaha Data, you would start with your own file containing 
your custom settings, and then do the following: 
1. Enter File Mode, and on the Load tab, set Type to “1BankVoice.” Load the entire User 3 Voice Bank 

from our data file into your User 3 Voice Bank - or – set the Type to “Voice,” and individually load 
the first 54 Voices of our User 3 Voice Bank (all having “[K]” at the beginning of the Voice Name) 
into the exact same 54 locations of your User 3 Voice Bank. 

2. With the Type set to “1BankVoice,” load the entire User Drum Bank from our data file into your 
User Drum Bank - or – with the Type to “Voice,” individually load every User Drum Voice from our 
data file having a “[K]” at the beginning of the name (there are 17) into the exact same locations in 
your User Drum Bank. 

3. Set the Type to “Song,” and individually load each of the 64 Songs from our data file, one by one, 
into the same locations in your Song Bank. (The MOX and MOXF do not allow the loading of all 
songs at once from an “All” file.) You could also consider first loading our complete file, and saving 
just the Songs as an “All Songs” file, which can then be loaded in one easy step. 

4. In order to load our Custom Control 
Template “45: KARMA Motif” which is 
used to control KARMA in the DAW 
Remote Mode, you need to use 
Yamaha’s free Remote Editor software. 
There is no way to load the Control 
Template individually from the data file 
on the MOX/MOXF itself. It is beyond 
the scope of this document to explain 
the installation and use of the Remote 
Editor. You will need to load one of 
these Remote Editor Files into the 
software: 

KMO-RemoteSetups.X4R (MOX) 
KMO-RemoteSetups.X6R (MOXF) 

The files are located in the application’s 
Tutorials folder, in the Tutorial Files > 
Remote Editor folder. You will need to 
send at least #45 to the keyboard, or 
merge it into your own set of Control 
Templates. 

5. Set the required Global System Settings as specified below: 
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The above diagrams show the UTILITY screens when in Song > Mixing Mode. 
Screen 1: [UTILITY] > [GENERAL] > [REMOTE] 
          DAW Select = Cubase 
Screen 2: [UTILITY] > [CTLASN] > [ASSIGN] 
          02   BC  (Breath Controller) 
          22   RB  (Ribbon Controller) 
          11   FC1  (Foot Controller 1) 
          04   FC2  (Foot Controller 2) 
          16   AS1  (Assign 1 Control) 
          17   AS2  (Assign 2 Control) 
          86   AF1  (A. Function 1 Control) 
          87   AF2  (A. Function 2 Control) 
Screen 3: [UTILITY] > [ MIDI ] > [  CH  ] (Channel) 
          BasicRcvCh = 1 
          KbdTransCh = 1 
          DeviceNo. = all 
Screen 4: [UTILITY] > [ MIDI ] > [SWITCH] 
          BankSel = on 
          PgmChange = on 
          LocalCtrl = on 
          RcvBulk = on 
Screen 5: [UTILITY] > [ MIDI ] > [ SYNC ] 
          MIDI Sync = external 
          ClockOut = on 
          SeqCtrl = in/out 
Screen 6: [UTILITY] > [ MIDI ] > [OTHER] 
          MIDI IN/OUT = USB 
6. Press the [STORE] button to write the settings to the MOX/MOXF’s memory. 
7. Save your completed file as a new “all” file. 
If, after performing all of these steps, some of the KARMA Performances don’t seem to sound correct 
or have the correct Voices playing the parts, then you must have missed loading some of the Voices 
into the correct locations. Of course, you may not know if they are correct unless you first try the 
software after loading our entire file. When in doubt, try loading our complete data file and listening 
to the Performances with the recommended settings. 
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S70/S90 XS 

While the S70/S90 XS File Mode provides a way to load Individual Voices and Performances, or banks 
of Voices and Performances, it does not provide a method of loading Multis or Masters (either all of 
them, or individually). Therefore, it’s nearly impossible to combine our data file with your custom data 
simply using the unit itself. If you start with your file and try to load pieces of our data into it, there’s no 
way to get our 64 Multis into it. If you start with our file, and you happen to have Masters in your file, 
there’s no way to get the Masters back into the file.  
Therefore, we recommend using the “S70/S90 XS Total Librarian” program by John Melas. This is the 
simplest and easiest method by far to backup and load Multis (and everything else) into an S70/S90 
XS; however, it requires owning the program. We highly recommend purchasing this program to use 
with KARMA Motif, as it’s very useful for managing your S70/S90 XS’s data in general – and John has 
been extremely helpful in adding features and improvements that have allowed us to actually support 
the S70/S90 XS in the first place. And the TL is only one of his tools for the S70/S90 XS; all of them are 
excellent and useful. The S70/S90 XS Total Librarian is available for 35 Euros (about $45 US) from 
jmelas.gr/motif/lib.php. 
There are eight steps to work through: 

1. Setting up the Total Librarian 
2. Loading our KARMA Data File from USB 
3. Receiving the KARMA Data into a Total Library 
4. Loading your “all” Data File from USB 
5. Sending the KARMA Motif Data 
6. Loading the KARMA Control Templates 
7. Making the System Settings 
8. Saving the results to an “all” Data File 

 
1. Setting up the Total Librarian (TL)  
It is assumed you have already installed the program and 
registered it according to the procedures supplied by John 
Melas. Assuming your S70/S90 XS is connected to the 
computer via USB, you should be able to launch the TL and 
connect it to the S70/S90 XS using the TL’s Setup Menu > 
AutoConnect command.  
 
Please make sure you are using Total Librarian version 2.4 
or higher – it contains some necessary improvements to the 
sending of Multis with Mix Voices. 
 
If you have problems with the data transmission, you may 
need to adjust the “Bulk Dump Interval” (see 
Troubleshooting below) – but for now, leave it at the 
default of 25 msec. 
 
2. Loading our KARMA Data File from USB 
Since we don’t supply you with the KARMA data in TL format, the first thing you need to do is to create 
a Total Librarian file containing our KARMA data.  
1. First, we highly recommend backing up the current state of your S70/S90 XS to an “all” data file on 

your USB stick or internal memory. If you need help with this, please consult your owner’s manual 
- in the “Saving/Loading Data (File Mode)” section, or consult the “Yamaha Beginner’s Resources” 
section at karma-lab.com/kmo/docs. 

2. Next, load our KARMA Data File “KMO Factory 1.X2A” from a USB stick as explained in the 
“Installation and First Launch” document (we won’t repeat all of that information here). 

http://jmelas.gr/motif/lib.php
http://karma-lab.com/karmasoft/kmo/docs.html#beginner
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3. Receiving the KARMA Data into a Total Library 
Now we will receive the KARMA data that you just loaded into the 
keyboard (from the USB stick) into a Total Library. 
When you launch the TL, it will open a default new TL document 
(empty) named “Total Library 1.” From the Edit Menu, choose 
“Receive All…” and you will see the dialog to the right. 
You should select the three items shown (USER3, DR:USR and 
MULTI) – these 3 banks contain the voices and Multis required by 
the KARMA software. 
Then click “OK” – the S70/S90 XS will begin sending data to the TL. 
When the procedure is finished, you can view your Voices, Drum 
Voices and Multis in the TL by clicking on the various folder icons. 
Remember to save the file (as shown below)! 

 
4. Loading your “all” Data File from USB 
Next, load your preferred set of data into the S70/S90 XS, from your backup copy (internal memory or 
USB stick). Now “your data” is in the S70/S90 XS – and we will replace a few banks with the KARMA 
data. 
  
5. Sending the KARMA Motif Data 
1. In the S70/S90 XS’s Utility settings, on the MIDI 2/3 page, make sure that “Bank Select Sw” and 

“Prog Change Sw” are set to on. On the MIDI 3/3 page, make sure that “Receive Bulk” is set to on.  

 

2. In the Total Librarian, with the file containing the received banks 
of KARMA data, choose the “Transmit All…” command from the 
Edit Menu. Set the dialog as shown to the right (the same 3 
banks we received), then click OK.  
It takes approximately 10 minutes to send all of the data (with 
the recommend “Bulk dump interval” setting of 35 ms). 
Note that this only replaces Multis 1~64 - the Multis you have in 
65~127 remain as they are (which will be the original Yamaha 
Multis since you performed a Factory Reset in Step 3).  
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6. Loading the KARMA Control Templates 
In order to load our two Custom Control 
Templates “45: KARMA Motif 1” and “46: 
KARMA Motif 2” which are used to control 
KARMA in the DAW Remote Mode, you 
need to use Yamaha’s free Remote Editor 
software. There is no way to load the 
Control Templates individually from the 
data file on the S70/S90 XS itself (or from 
the Total Librarian). It is beyond the scope 
of this document to explain the installation 
and use of the Remote Editor. You will need 
to load our Remote Editor File into the 
software: 
KMO-RemoteSetups.sre 
This file is located in the application’s 
Tutorials folder, in the Tutorial Files > 
Remote Editor folder. You will need to send 
at least #45 and #46 to the keyboard, or 
merge them into your own set of Control 
Templates. 

 
7. Making the System Settings 
Set the required System Settings as specified below (Likely, many of them are already set correctly, but 
please check.) 

 
1: [UTILITY] > [MIDI] > [MIDI 1/3] 
          LocalCtrl = on 
          Keyboard Transmit Ch = 1 
          Basic Receive Ch = 1 
          MIDI IN/OUT = USB 
          MIDI Sync = external 
          ClockOut = off 
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2: [UTILITY] > [MIDI] > [MIDI 2/3] 
          SeqCtrl = in/out 
          Bank Select Sw = on 
          Prg Change Sw = on 
          Controller Reset = reset 
3: [UTILITY] > [MIDI] > [MIDI 3/3] 
          Receive Bulk = on 
          Bulk Interval = 0ms 
          Device No. = all 
4: [UTILITY] > [Remote] 
          DAW Select = Cubase 
5: [UTILITY] > [Controller] > [Controller 1/2] 
          22   RB Ctrl No. (Ribbon Controller) 
          11   FC 1 Ctrl No. (Foot Controller 1) 
          04   FC 2 Ctrl No. (Foot Controller 2) 
          arp sw   FS Ctrl No. (Foot Switch) 
6: [UTILITY] > [Controller] > [Controller 2/3] 
          16   AS 1 Ctrl No. (Assign 1 Control) 
          17   AS 2 Ctrl No. (Assign 2 Control) 
          86   A.Func1 Ctrl No. (A. Function 1 Control) 
          87   A.Func2 Ctrl No. (A. Function 2 Control) 
          02   BC Ctrl No. (Breath Controller) 
Press the [STORE] button to write the settings to the S70/S90 XS’s memory. 
 
8. Saving the results to an “all” Data File 
Now that you’ve completed all this work, save your completed file as a new “all” file to your internal 
memory or USB stick. It’s not enough to save a new file in the Total Librarian; this will not save or be 
able to transmit the system settings that you set in the previous step.  
If, after performing all of these steps, some of the KARMA Performances don’t seem to sound correct 
or have the correct Voices playing the parts, then you must have missed loading some of the Voices 
into the correct locations. Of course, you may not know if they are correct unless you first try the 
software after loading our entire file. When in doubt, try loading our complete data file and listening 
to the Performances with the recommended settings. 
 
Troubleshooting 
Error: MIDI buffer full 
Error: Illegal bulk data 
If the S70/S90 XS presents any error dialogs during or at the end of the procedure such as “MIDI buffer 
full” or “Illegal bulk data”, you may need to increase the “Bulk dump interval” in Total Librarian to slow 
down the transmission of the data - try a larger value such as 50 ms. Note that this will make the 
transmission take longer. 
Error: Mixing Voices full 
You might see this error on the S70/S90 XS if you have Multis in locations 65~128 that contain Mixing 
Voices. The reason this could happen is that the 64 KARMA Multis 1~64 use up 249 Mixing Voices, out 
of a possible maximum of 256 Mixing Voices. 
If you have customized Multis in the keyboard that are using Mixing Voices, and they are using more 
than 8 Mixing Voices, you will likely get a “Mixing Voice full” error at some point during the sending of 
the 64 Multis in the Factory Data. In fact, the Yamaha devices seem a bit picky about the order of 
operations when so many of the Mix Voices are being used. 
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In this case, we recommend that you create 
an empty Total Library, initialize all 128 Multis 
in the Multi Bank (by selecting them all, right-
clicking and choosing “Initialize”) and send 
them to the S70/S90 XS, thereby erasing all 
mix voices first.  
 
 
 
 
 

Motif Rack-XS 

The Rack-XS is a completely different situation, since there is no “File Mode” or USB stick connectivity. 
Please consult the “Installation and First Launch” tutorial, and the section “Motif Rack-XS – loading the 
KARMA Yamaha Data.” It contains very detailed information on what is required to be loaded, and the 
different methods by which it can be loaded.  We recommend using Method 1: Total Librarian; with 
this method you can easily combine the KARMA data and your own data into the Rack-XS. 
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Reference: Karma-Lab Custom Voices and Drum Voices 

All of the Voices and Drum Voices created by Karma-Lab for KARMA Motif have “[K]” at the beginning 
of the name (starting with the KARMA Motif 3.1 release), indicating a required KARMA Voice. (In the 
KARMA 3.0 release, the XS and XF data file had the [K] at the end of the name. It has been moved to 
the beginning of the name due to the fact that the MOX and MOXF only show the first few characters 
of a Voice Name in certain File Mode and Category operations.) 
 

Customized KARMA Voices which must be loaded into the User 3 Voice Bank: 

1 [KARMA Cntrl Track] 
2 [K]Filter Sweeps 
3 [K]Hard Ramp Chorus 
4 [K]Supertrance 
5 [K]OrchHit Octaves 
6 [K]Tymp/Snare 
7 [K]Tri Wave Lead 
8 [K]Tron Flute 
9 [K]Sweeper 
10 [K]P5 ResonanceComp 
11 [K]Sax Big Band 
12 [K]Sonix 
13 [K]Spicato Large 
14 [K]Pro Synth Lead 
15 [K]Wood Panel 
16 [K]Alto Vib Legato 
17 [K]Velo GrowlLegato 
18 [K]Wood Panel 4ths 
19 [K]Singleline 
20 [K]Soft RnB 
21 [K]Square Lead 
22 [K]Mayday 4ths 
23 [K]Simple Air 
24 [K]Dual Square Lead 
25 [K]Piano & Strings 
26 [K]Chiffy Flute AS2 
27 [K]Sub Sine Lead 
28 [K]Rap Saw Lead 
29 [K]Huge Lead 
30 [K]Sync Power 
31 [K]Feeling 
32 [K]Punch Lead 
33 [K]Early Lead AS2 
34 [K]Mini Rise 
35 [K]Poly Hook 
36 [K]Big Syn 
37 [K]First 3 w/Perc 
38 [K]Wind Synth 
39 [K]Phat Dino 
40 [K]Think Sync 
41 [K]Oooh Pad 
42 [K]VP Soft BP Sweep 
43 [K]Rocky AS2 
44 [K]Chiffy Pan Flute 
45 [K]Greasy Organ 
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46 [K]W Phaser Lead 
47 [K]Space Power Lead 
48 [K]Bright Dance 
49 [K]Spectrum Pad 
50 [K]Piano & Strings2 
51 [K]Chorus HardTines 
52 [K]Bright Saw 
53 [K]Alto Legato 
54 [K]Keith's Lead 
 

Customized KARMA Drum Voices which must be loaded into the User Drum Bank: 

1  
2  
3  
4 [K]Dry Standard Kit 
5  
6  
7 [K]Rock Stereo Kit2 
8  
9 [K]Nu Hip Hop Kit 2 
10 [K]Hip Hop Kit 1 
11 [K]Hip Hop Kit 2 
12  
13  
14 [K]Hip Stick Kit 1 
15 [K]Hip Stick Kit 2 
16 [K]R&B Kit 1 
17  
18 [K]Distorted Kit 
19  
20 [K]Psychedelic Kit 
21 [K]Chill Out Kit 
22 [K]Brush Kit 
23  
24  
25  
26 [K]Analog T8 Kit 
27  
28 [K]House Kit 1 
29  
30 [K]Arabic Mixed Kit 
31 [K]Percussion Kit 
32 [K]Break Kit 
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